Abstract-High throughput parallel interleaver design is a major challenge in designing parallel turbo decoders that conform to high data rate requirements of advanced standards such as HSPA+. The hardware complexity of the HSPA+ interleaver makes it difficult to scale to high degrees of parallelism. We propose a novel algorithm and architecture for on-the-fly parallel interleaved address generation in UMTS/HSPA+ standard that is highly scalable. Our proposed algorithm generates an interleaved memory address from an original input address without building the complete interleaving pattern or storing it; the generated interleaved address can be used directly for interleaved writing to memory blocks. We use an extended Euclidean algorithm for modular multiplicative inversion as a step towards reversed intra-row permutations in UMTS/HSPA+ standard. As a result, we can determine interleaved addresses from original addresses. We also propose an efficient and scalable hardware architecture for our method. Our design generates 32 interleaved addresses in one cycle and satisfies the data rate requirement of 672 Mbps in HSPA+ while the silicon area and frequency is improved compared to recent related works.
INTRODUCTION
Turbo code has been adopted as the forward error correction channel code in many of the existing and new wireless communication standards such as Universal Mobile Telecommunications System (UMTS), High-Speed Packet Access Evolution (HSPA+) and Long Term Evolution (LTE). The most recent HSPA+ standard [1] supports up to 337.5 Mbps in downlink, and up to 672 Mbps has been proposed for the future 3GPP extension [2] . To keep up with the evergrowing data rate requirements in the standards, parallel and high-throughput turbo decoders have attracted a lot of interest recently [3] -- [8] . Turbo decoding consists of a sequence of iterations. Each iteration includes two Soft Input Soft Output (SISO) decoding half-iterations and an interleaving step between two half-iterations. An interleaver permutes bits in a pseudo-random fashion and hence makes error distribution more uniform; this effect increases the performance of the channel code. In a parallel turbo decoder, the block of bits are divided into multiple sub-blocks and are fed to multiple parallel SISO decoders; therefore, parallel interleaver blocks are essential in a parallel turbo decoder.
A naïve approach for implementing an interleaver is to use lookup tables (LUT) to store all of the possible interleaving patterns in a memory. The excessive memory requirement of Write back means the data is written back to the same address from which it is read (b) Proposed scheduling for high-throughput parallel decoding [3] . Numbers in parentheses show scheduling steps.
this approach makes it unattractive for highly parallel turbo decoders. Therefore, on-the-fly interleaving has been preferred to the LUT approach in almost all of the recent turbo decoder designs.
Often, turbo decoders use memory blocks to store the intermediate values in between decoding iterations. Therefore, the read and write memory addresses are interleaved. Traditionally, each parallel SISO decoder in a parallel turbo decoder performs in-order read in the first half-iteration and interleaved read in the second half iteration. Also, in both half iterations data is written back to the same address from which it is read from [7] , [9] (see Figure 1(a) ). However, memory contention (i.e. when multiple reads/writes are performed by multiple SISO decoders on the same memory block at the same time) is a key obstacle in achieving high throughput turbo decoders. We have shown in recent work [3] that a new scheduling consisting of in-order reading in both half-iterations and interleaved/de-interleaved writing in first/second halfiterations eliminates reading conflicts and therefore simplifies the hardware and improves the turbo decoder throughput (please refer to [3] for details). Figure 1(b) shows the new turbo decoding memory access scheduling introduced in [3] . In such a configuration, writing to memory is done in an interleaved fashion; that is, data is read (in order) from an (original) address a, but after processing, the corresponding result must be written into the address calculated as interleaved(a) (or I(a)); therefore, we need to generate the interleaved addresses from the original addresses. The previously proposed on-the-fly UMTS interleavers [5] , [6] , [9] -- [12] are designed to be used in parallel turbo decoders with conventional scheduling, where reading is done in an interleaved fashion. In these methods, when the b-th interleaved data must be read, the original address of b is computed and used for reading. Therefore, the original addresses are generated from interleaved addresses based on the closed form permutation expressions given in the UMTS standard [1] . However, these interleaving methods cannot be used in the new highly-parallel high throughput turbo decoders that use a memory access scheduling based on the proposed method in [3] , because they are unable to generate interleaved address from an original address.
In the new proposed scheduling that minimizes memory contention [3] (shown in Figure 1(b) ), reading is in-order and writing to memory is done in interleaved (or de-interleaved in second half-iteration) order. For interleaved writing, we need to perform the reversed form of standard permutations [1] to derive interleaved addresses from original addresses. In this paper, we propose a novel method to perform interleaved writing without wasting resources to produce the whole interleaving pattern (sequence of addresses). Our contributions are: (1) We propose an algorithm to generate an interleaved address I(ܽ) from any arbitrary original input address ܽ which can be used efficiently for interleaved writing to memory. The output address is generated on-the-fly without the need for a sort or search through a pattern; moreover, our method does not require storing patterns in a memory. (2) We propose and implement an efficient interleaved address generation hardware architecture for the introduced algorithm. We report the resource usage and timing results of our implementation in ASIC library TSMC 65nm. (3) We show that our proposed interleaving method and architecture are easily and efficiently scalable for a highly parallel turbo decoder. Resource reuse makes this extension affordable.
II. UMTS/HSPA+ STANDARD INTERLEAVER
The turbo code interleaver algorithm for UMTS/HSPA+ is described in the standard [1] . In a nutshell, the UMTS/HSPA+ turbo interleaver works as follows: First, the block of input bits is padded by dummy bits and is shaped into a rectangular matrix. The rectangular matrix is then permuted with intra-row and inter-row pseudo-random permutations. Finally, bits are read from the matrix and pruned back to the original block length. The UMTS standard interleaver consists of several computationally costly steps such as multiplication and modulo operation. Moreover, UMTS/HSPA+ interleaver has not originally been designed for parallel decoding and is not contention-free [4] . These complications have made UMTS/HSPA+ interleaver attractive for research in the last decade. As explained previously, turbo decoders are often implemented such that the intermediate values are stored in a memory. Figure 2(a) shows the memory interleaving process in UMTS/HSPA+ standard for the minimum block size of 40. The input bit sequence to the interleaver is denoted by ‫ݔ‬ , ‫ݔ‬ ଵ , ‫ݔ‬ ଶ , … , ‫ݔ‬ ଷଽ . For interleaved writing, our desired on-thefly interleaved address generator must take the current (original) memory address of a value and output the corresponding interleaved address (i.e. ‫.))ݏݏ݁ݎ݀݀ܽ(‪I‬‬ For example, as shown in Figure 2 (a), the interleaved address generation unit must produce I(1)=39 and I(17)=2. However, the UMTS/HSPA+ interleaving algorithm generates a pattern like the one shown in Figure 2 (b). This mapping, denoted by function StdAlg(.), is not equivalent to our desired mapping. For instance, StdAlg(1)=25 and StdAlg(17)=22. Therefore, the original UMTS/HSPA+ interleaving algorithm cannot be directly applied for interleaved writing where we need to generate an interleaved address from its original position. In fact, the standard algorithm can be used, as is, for deinterleaved address generation (for de-interleaved writing). In the next section, we propose a method that performs reversed permutations to generate the desired function that takes original addresses as input and generates the interleaved addresses as output. Although the described algorithm here is specific to UMTS/HSPA+ standard interleaver, the same methodology for generating reversed permutations can be De-interleaving
adopted in other communication standards that make use of a pseudo-random interleaver for turbo code [13] .
III. PROPOSED ALGORITHM FOR UMTS/HSPA+ INTERLEAVED ADDRESS GENERATION
In this section, we first describe the steps of our proposed algorithm for on-the-fly interleaved address generation based on the UMTS/HSPA+ standard interleaving algorithm [1] and then discuss the main steps in more detail. Please refer to UMTS standard [1] for details of the algorithm. Our proposed method extends the standard algorithm to perform the reversed form of the standard intra-and inter-row permutations. As a result, we generate an interleaved address from an input address. The notations are adapted from the standard and are listed below. The steps of the proposed algorithm for interleaved address generation are listed below. Steps (1)--(4), (6) , and (7) are equivalent to the standard algorithm [1] . Steps (5), (8) , (10) , and (11) include the main contribution of our proposed algorithm (these steps are boldface in the text). These steps are designed to reverse the standard intra-row and inter-row permutations. This is needed to generate interleaved address from original address. (6) Determine the prime integer ‫ݍ‬ in the sequence ‫ݍ〈‬ 〉 ∈{,ଵ,…,ோିଵ} to be the least prime integer such that gcd(‫ݍ‬ , ‫‬ − 1) = 1, ‫ݍ‬ > 6, ܽ݊݀ ‫ݍ‬ > ‫ݍ‬ ିଵ (gcd denotes the greatest common divisor). Assign ‫ݍ‬ = 1. 
A. Steps of the Proposed Algorithm
(12) Derive the output interleaved address
(13) Exception: if ‫ܬ‬ ᇱ ∈ ‫ݐ݁ݏ_ݏ݈ܿ_ݕ݉݉ݑ݀‬ and ‫ܫ‬ ᇱ > ‫,ݓݎ_ݕ݉݉ݑ݀‬ then decrement by 1: ܽ ᇱ = ܽ ᇱ − 1.
B. Description of Main Interleaved Address Generation Algorithm Steps
In the standard UMTS/HSPA+ interleaving algorithm, the inter-row permutation is performed based on the pattern〈ܶ(݅)〉 ∈{,ଵ,…,ோିଵ} , where ܶ(݅) is the original row position of the i-th permuted row. In contrast, our proposed method uses ‫ݒ݊݅_ܶ‬ sequences to derive the permuted row from the original row. The UMTS standard intra-row permutation works as the following pseudo-code describes [1] :
In the closed-form expression in the standard, ܷ (݆) is the original column position of ݆-th permuted column of ݅-th row, where ݆ = 0, 1, … , ‫‬ − 2 and ݅ = 0, 1, … , ܴ − 1. However, our goal is to derive the interleaved column from the original column; therefore, for our proposed algorithm (in step (10)), we go backward in the equations explained above. We use ‫ݒ݊݅_ݏ‬ instead of ‫ݏ‬ and modular multiplicative inverses of ‫ݎ〈‬ 〉 in reversed intra-row permutation (step (10)) for this purpose.
The modular multiplicative inverse of an integer ‫ݔ‬ modulo ‫ݍ‬ is an integer ‫ݕ‬ such that: ‫ݔ‬ × ‫ݕ‬ = 1 (mod ‫,)ݍ‬ and it exists if and only if gcd(‫,1=)ݍ,ݔ‬ where gcd is the greatest common divisor [14] . Since ‫ݎ〈‬ 〉 is a permutation of sequence ‫ݍ〈‬ 〉 and for every element of ‫ݍ〈‬ 〉 we have gcd(‫ݍ‬ , ‫‬ − 1) = 1, therefore the multiplicative inverse modulo ‫‬ − 1 exists for every element of ‫ݎ〈‬ 〉. The modular multiplicative inverse of ‫ݔ‬ modulo ‫ݍ‬ can be found using the extended Euclidean algorithm, which besides finding the greatest common divisor of integers ‫ݔ‬ and ‫ݍ‬ as the Euclidean algorithm does, also finds integers ‫ܣ‬ and ‫ܤ‬ that satisfy Bézout's identity: ‫ݔܣ‬ + ‫ݍܤ‬ = gcd ‫,ݔ(‬ ‫.)ݍ‬ When ‫ݔ‬ and ‫ݍ‬ are coprime (i.e. gcd(‫,)1=)ݍ,ݔ‬ ‫ܣ‬ is the modular multiplicative inverse of ‫ݔ‬ modulo ‫,ݍ‬ and ‫ܤ‬ is the modular multiplicative inverse of ‫ݍ‬ modulo ‫ݔ‬ [14] . Figure 4 shows the pseudo-code for iterative extended Euclidean algorithm that we use in our design.
To elaborate how the backward intra-row permutation in step (10) of our proposed algorithm, is derived from the standard intra-row permutation algorithm, we consider the case where ‫ܥ‬ = ‫.‬ According to the standard we have ܷ (݆) = ‫݆((ݏ‬ × ‫ݎ‬ ) mod ‫(‬ − 1)), where ܷ (݆) is the original column index, ݅ is the original row index, and ݆ is the permuted column index. In the proposed algorithm we denote the original column, original row, and permuted column index, by ‫,ܬ‬ ‫ܫ‬ , and ‫ܬ‬ ᇱ respectively. Therefore with replacement we have ‫ܬ‬ = ‫ܬ((ݏ‬ ᇱ × ‫ݎ‬ ூ ) mod ‫(‬ − 1)). In this equation, ‫ܫ,ܬ‬ are known and ‫ܬ‬ ᇱ is the desired value to be found. ‫ܬ‬ = ‫ܬ((ݏ‬ ᇱ × ‫ݎ‬ ூ ) mod ‫(‬ − 1)), Performing function ‫.(ݒ݊݅_ݏ‬ ) on both sides, we have:
Multiplying both sides by ݉ ூ we get:
which is what we have as the expression in our step (10) . The proof of the other cases for intra-row permutation is very similar and the proof for inter-row permutation is trivial.
Steps (12) and (13) consist of calculating the final interleaved address. According to the standard, the final address is derived by counting matrix elements column-wise, from top to bottom and from left to right. Also, the dummy bits must be excluded from counting. This is called pruning in the standard. Therefore, ݀(݆) must be subtracted from the output position. In a special case, the interleaved column index may be the same as one of the dummy bits' column index. In this case, the interleaved address must be decremented by one if the interleaved row is below the row of dummy bits. Note that all of the dummy bits share the same row after interleaving.
IV. PROPOSED ARCHITECTURE FOR ON-THE-FLY INTERLEAVED ADDRESS GENERATION UNIT
We propose a novel hardware architecture for our interleaved address generation algorithm that is scalable for highly parallel interleaving. Memories (RAMs) are generated and stored by the preprocessing unit and are used by the run-time unit.
The preprocessing unit is activated only when there is a change in the input block size. Whenever ‫ܭ‬ is modified, the preprocessing unit updates the parameters and overwrites the RAMs and registers. The run-time unit, on the other hand, is always active and uses the parameters generated by the preprocessing unit to compute the interleaved address from an input address. The following describes the main blocks of our architecture.
A. Memories
p-v-ROM stores prime numbers ‫)(‬ and their corresponding primitive roots ‫)ݒ(‬ (Prime numbers table from UMTS standard [1] ). T-ROM consists of the inter-row permutation patterns, ܶ from the standard [1] , while T-ROMinv stores ‫ݒ݊݅_ܶ‬ patterns. r-ROM stores ‫ݎ‬ sequences for different ‫‬ values. m-RAM stores the multiplicative modular inverses of ‫ݎ〈‬ 〉 values, which are denoted by 〈݉ 〉. s-RAMinv stores ‫ݒ݊݅_ݏ‬ array computed in preprocessing.
B. Preprocessing Unit
The preprocessing unit takes the block size ‫ܭ‬ (40 ≤ ‫ܭ‬ ≤ 5114 as defined in the standard [1] ) as input and generates ‫ܥ‬ (number of columns of the rectangular matrix), ܴ (number of rows of rectangular matrix), ‫‬ (prime number from prime numbers table from UMTS standard [1] ), and ‫ݒ‬ (corresponding primitive root). The modular multiplicative inverse block, shown in the preprocessing unit of Figure 5 , performs the iterative extended Euclidean algorithm (shown in Figure 4 ) to find the inverses (〈݉ 〉). A detailed block diagram of this block is given in Figure 6 . Many ‫ݍ〈‬ 〉 sequences are similar for different values of ‫;‬ therefore, ‫ݍ〈‬ 〉 sequences can be generated offline, permuted to generate ‫ݎ〈‬ 〉 sequences and grouped and stored in a read-only memory [7] . Offline modulo computation for ‫ݍ〈‬ 〉 sequences saves resources. Finally, the preprocessing unit chooses the right ‫ݎ〈‬ 〉 sequence based on the value of ‫‬ and generates 〈݉ 〉 as described in step (8) of our proposed algorithm. The preprocessing unit is also responsible for generating the inverse of base sequence ‫〉)݆(ݒ݊݅_ݏ〈‬ and storing them in s-RAM-inv. All of the parameters that are generated by the preprocessing unit are stored in registers and memories and are accessed by both the preprocessing unit and the run-time address generating unit. The preprocessing is done once, and the output values are fixed as long as the block size remains the same. Upon a change in block size, the preprocessing must be redone for the new block size.
C. Run-time Address Generation Unit
The run-time unit uses the values generated by the preprocessing unit to compute the interleaved address from the input address. This unit consists of an address translator unit which takes the original input address and outputs the corresponding row and column index as explained in step (9) in the algorithm. Then the final address is computed after reversed intra-row and inter-row permutations according to steps (10) and (11) . Memory access, addition, subtraction, multiplication, and modulo operations are required at run-time. Figure 7 describes the run-time unit.
D. Hardware Synthesis Results
We implemented the proposed architecture with Verilog HDL and synthesized the design with a TSMC 65nm standard cell library using Synopsys Design Compiler. Tables I, II , and III summarize resource and memory usage of the proposed hardware implementation of the UMTS/HSPA+ interleaved address generation unit. In Table I , the total cell area and equivalent gate count is reported for preprocessing and runtime units separately. A parallel version of the proposed architecture for UMTS/HSPA+ interleaved address generation unit can be achieved using only one preprocessing unit, multiple copies of (some of) the memory blocks, and multiple copies of the runtime unit. Figure 8 describes the proposed parallel architecture. As shown before in Tables I, II and III, the preprocessing unit and the read-only memories use the largest portion of the total resources required for address generation. Therefore, sharing the preprocessing unit and memories in the parallel architecture saves a large amount of hardware resources. Furthermore, the proposed parallel architecture can be efficiently extended to a dual-mode parallel interleaved/de-interleaved address generation unit where the same preprocessing unit and memories can be used in both modes.
We define the degree of parallelism ‫)ܮܲ(‬ as the number of interleaved addresses that are generated in one clock cycle. Here, we assume the decoders are radix-4 XMAP (cross maximum a posteriori probability) SISO decoders [15] . Such a decoder, in each clock cycle reads four extrinsic Log Likelihood Ratio (LLR) values from LLR memory and then outputs four new LLR values, which should be written in LLR memory to the interleaved addresses. Therefore the minimum parallelism that we consider here is 4. For a degree of parallelism equal to ‫,ܮܲ‬ a group of ‫ܮܲ‬ interleaver run-time units must work in parallel to maximize the throughput. However, as described before, the preprocessing unit and ROMs need not be duplicated as they can be shared between the run-time units. Table IV reports the area and memory size for a parallel UMTS/HSPA+ interleaved address generation unit with different degrees of parallelism (note that the parallelism is not limited to 32). The reported synthesis results are in TSMC 65nm technology, and the target frequency is set to 700MHz. We have also estimated the throughput of the parallel turbo decoder that uses our proposed interleaver design and the contention-free buffer structure proposed in [4] . In throughput estimation, the block size is assumed to be the maximum (5114), and the number of iterations of the turbo decoder is 6 which is a reasonable assumption. Also, a latency of 8 clock cycles is assumed for the turbo decoder to account for possible memory conflict resolution processes. With the above-mentioned assumptions, for ‫ܮܲ‬ = 32 the maximum achievable throughput satisfies the throughput requirements of 672 Mbps in HSPA+ standard. Figure 9 compares the growth of the area of parallel interleaved address generation hardware with that of SISO decoders for different degrees of parallelism. An estimated area for a radix-4 XMAP decoder is 0.081 ݉݉ ଶ in the 65nm technology [16] . As is clear from the figure, the area of the proposed interleaved address generator is much smaller than that of SISO decoders; particularly, for higher degrees of parallelism, the area difference is significant. Moreover, the area of the parallel interleaved address generation unit grows with a much slower pace than the area of SISO decoders with respect to the degree of parallelism. This result shows that our proposed parallel architecture for UMTS/HSPA+ turbo decoder interleaver is efficiently scalable to highly parallel turbo decoders with high throughputs.
A. Comparisons and Discussions
Since our proposed algorithm [3] is the only design with interleaved writing capability (computing interleaved address from original address), no other design with the same functionality exists that we can compare with. However, we compare our design with the most recent implementations of conventional, on-the-fly UMTS interleavers (Table V) . Asghar et. al. in [6] and [7] propose a hardware reuse technique to reduce the cost of the parallel UMTS interleaver. To increase the efficiency, the authors propose recursive computation of the intra-row permutation sequence and also recursive computation of indices of this sequence. In addition, they propose doubling the word length of block memory to make An FPGA implementation of UMTS interleaver is proposed in [12] . Their introduced architecture handles address generation and data streaming, but does not support parallel interleaving. The proposed designs in [5] and [6] support parallelism but none of the previous works support interleaved writing. Therefore, if any of the previous methods are to be used for interleaved writing, they must generate the whole interleaving pattern and store it in memory in advance, which is inefficient.
For a fair area comparison, the normalized area for each implementation is reported; normalization is done with respect to technology node and parallelism. That is, for those implementations which support parallel interleaved address generation (i.e. ‫ܮܲ‬ > 1) the area is divided by ‫.ܮܲ‬ For [12] , the area is estimated using the reported gate count and the FPGA technology node of 90nm. The normalized area for our implementation is smaller than all of the other works. The working frequency is also the best among all. Our proposed design supports interleaved writing to memory and therefore by enabling the interleaving scheduling introduced in [3] , it offers higher degrees of parallelism and therefore significantly higher throughputs compared to all of the previous works.
VI. CONCLUSIONS
We propose a new algorithm and architecture for an interleaved address generator unit of UMTS/HSPA+ standard turbo decoder. The proposed approach facilitates interleaved writing to turbo decoder memory by generating interleaved addresses from input original addresses on-the-fly and efficiently. Interleaved writing is an essential step in the new turbo decoding memory access scheduling that has been proposed recently to mitigate memory contention in UMTS/HSPA+ parallel interleaver and to improve turbo decoding throughput. In order to generate an interleaved address from an original address, we perform reversed intrarow and inter-row permutations. A key contribution in our method is the use of extended Euclidean algorithm to compute modular multiplicative inverse. We also present a parallel hardware architecture for the introduced interleaved address generator that exploits resource reuse and is efficiently applicable in practical highly parallel turbo decoders. Our design generates 32 interleaved addresses in one cycle and satisfies the data rate requirement of 672 Mbps in HSPA+ while at the same time it offers better silicon area and working frequency in comparison to other recent works.
